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Abstract
Waves travelling up-river, driven by high tides, often consist of a smooth front followed by a series of
undulations. A simple approximate theory gives the rigidly travelling profile of such ‘undular
hydraulic jumps’, up to scaling, as the integral of theAiry function; applying self-consistency fixes the
scaling. The theory combines the standard hydraulic jumpwith ideas borrowed fromquantum
physics: Hamiltonian operators and zero-energy eigenfunctions. There is an analogy between undular
bores and theHawking effect in relativity: both concernwaves associatedwith horizons.

1. Introduction

Anocean tide enters thewidemouth of a river, gets concentratedwhile travelling upstream as the river narrows,
and eventually forms awall of water that can be severalmetres high, reversing the river’s normal downstream
flow. This dramatic phenomenon is a tidal bore [1–7], visible on some of theworld’s rivers at times of
particularly high tides, and illustrated infigure 1. One of several common types of bore takes the formof a
smooth front followed by a series of waves: an ‘undular bore’, that can travel up-river for tens of kilometres, with
approximately unchanging profile.

Mymain aimhere is to obtain a simple approximate analytic form for this profile. The theory is based on a
heuristic application of the dispersion relation for longwaves on shallowwater, with a self-consistent extension,
incorporating hydraulic jump theory, to includeweak nonlinearity in an approximate way. The dispersion
relation is interpreted as aHamiltonian, with the steady profile as its zero frequency eigenfunction, whose form,
up to scaling, is the indefinite integral of the Airy function; self-consistency fixes the scaling.

One ofmy subsidiary aims is to use tidal bores as an illustration ofHamiltonian theory (borrowed from
quantummechanics), that physicists (at least geographically fortunate ones) can experience directly. Another
aim is to present onemore illustration of the ubiquity of the Airy function.

Afinal subsidiary aim is to draw attention to an analogy between the classical physics of undular bores and
horizons in relativity [8]. This is based on the fact that the front of a tidal bore is a horizon, separating the
downstream region, where thewater flowsmore slowly than surface waves, from the upstream regionwhere the
waterflows faster. Hawking radiation concerns waves associatedwith horizons, andwith tidal bores these are the
undulations downstream and the evanescent waves leaking upstream, whose description is ourmain interest.
The analogy is the subject of numerous detailed studies [9] ofwaves on inhomogeneous flows.My purpose is to
point out that undular tidal bores are natural phenomenawhere a classical counterpart of one aspect ofHawking
radiation—the horizon—can be seen outside the laboratory. (Like all analogies, this one is partial: in tidal bores,
the analogy is withwhite holes, not black holes [10, 11], and nothing corresponds to particle creation.)

Existing theory for tidal bores [12–14] describes the development of the undulations over time, using
numerical solution of nonlinear equations (for example Korteweg deVries). This yields profiles resembling an
undular bore, but not the steady profile and not an explicit analytic form. Thewaves following the front have
beenmodelled as sinusoids, or their nonlinear generalisation: cnoidal waves (Jacobi elliptic functions), where
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the crests are sharper [4]. Sophisticated analytical investigations offlows in connectionwith an analogywith
relativistic horizons [8, 9, 15–17] could surely be applied to the steady profile of tidal bores but tomy knowledge
have not been.

The theory presented here gives simple expressions for the shape of the bore, thewavelength and amplitude
of its undulations, and its leading slope, in terms of a single parameter characterising the downflowing river and
the incoming tide.

A disclaimer: this theory is not intended to give precise predictions for observed undular bores (whose
profiles depend on tidal conditions, vary from river to river, at different locations on each river, and across the
front of the bore at a given place and time). Rather, it is a ‘minimalmodel’ [18, 19], that ‘most economically
caricatures the essential physics’, not claiming quantitative accuracy. In this context it is worth repeating an old
opinion [4], that remains valid: ‘none of the commonly usedwave theories (of tidal bores) are in exceptional
agreementwith data’.

Figure 1.Undular bores on the River Severn advancing upstream from the right, with the river flowing downstream from the left.
(a) From above, reproducedwith kind permission byMarkHumpage. (b) FromArlingham, showing the undulations appearing soon
after the bore forms.
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The paper is organised as follows. Section 2 is a reprise of standard hydraulic jump theory, deriving relations
between the depths and speeds of thewater before and after the bore passes, and describing the horizon.
Section 3 introduces theHamiltonian theory, leading to an expression for the bore profile, thoughwith some
quantities undetermined. In section 4, elementary application of self-consistency fixes these quantities, and
derives the simple expressions alreadymentioned. Section 5 discusses the order-of-magnitude agreement with
somemeasurements on real bores. The concluding section 6 describes some related phenomena. Appendix A
outlines a possible extension of the approximate theory, incorporating Lagrangianmanifolds andMaslov
asymptotics [20], and envisaging a stronger application of self-consistency. The physics of tidal bores requires a
particular operator ordering, explained in appendix B.

Figure 2(a) illustrates the bore as seen from the river bank (the ‘land frame’), moving upstreamwith speedU:
the downstream velocity is-Ue .x In this frame, the downstream flow velocity of the river before the bore passes
is u0ex, with u0>0. After the bore passes, thewater velocity of the incoming tide is u1ex, with u1<0: the river
flows backwards. The depth of the river before the bore passes is d0, and the depth after the bore passes is d1; of
course, d1>d2. Specification of d1 is an approximation, because the depth continues to increase after the bore
passes and the tide continues to rise; here d1 refers to the depth soon after themain undulations have passed,
before the subsequent rise.

Figure 2(b) illustrates themore convenient ‘bore frame’, inwhich the bore profile is stationary. In this frame,
the velocity of thewater before the bore passes (x=0) is v0ex, and after it has passed (x?0) the velocity is v1ex,
with v0 and v1 both positive. The relations between the speeds in the two frames are

= + = + ( )v u U v u U, . 1.10 0 1 1

Our aimwill be to determine the bore profile d(x).

2. Review of hydraulic jump theory [4, 21]

Water is assumed incompressible, and thewidth of the river channel is assumed to be the same before and after
the bore passes. The currents through vertical sections before and after the bore passesmust be equal, so
continuity, in the bore frame, gives

= ( )v d v d . 2.10 0 1 1

An immediate application, using (1.1), gives the bore speed in terms of quantities describing the downflowing
river and the incoming tide:

Figure 2.Undular bore profile and notation; (a) in land frame; (b) in bore-moving frame.
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Weassume that friction is negligible. Then the difference between the pressure forces on a volume ofwater
before and aftermust equal the rate of change ofmomentum in the volume. This application ofNewton’s law is
the ‘momentum equation’:

- = -( ) ( )g d d d v d v . 2.31

2 0
2

1
2

1 1
2

0 0
2

Convenient dimensionless parameters, extensively used in the following, are the ratio of depths and the
initial bore frame Froude number, defined as

º º ( )r
d

d
Fr

v

gd
, . 2.41

0
0

0

0

Continuity and themomentum equation connect these parameters [4]:

= + = + -( ) ( ) ( )Fr r r r Fr1 , i.e. 1 8 1 . 2.50
1

2

1

2 0
2

Bores correspond to r>1 andFr0>1, andundular bores correspond to the approximate range1<Fr0<1.5, i.e.
1<r<1.35 [4]. (In this range, the relations between r andFr0 are approximately linear: » + -( )r Fr1 1.354 10

reproduces the second equation in (2.5)with error less than 0.15%.)For larger values of r andFr0, the bore front can
be turbulent.

Equation (2.5) imply

= + >

= + <

( )
( )

( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( )/

v gd r r gd

v gd r r gd

1 supercritical ,

1 subcritical . 2.6

0 0
1

2 0

1 1
1

2
2

1

An important consequence [4] follows from the additional fact that themaximum speed of longwaves on still
water of depth d is√(gd): waves on the river before the bore arrives, travelling in either direction relative to the
water, will travel into the bore and be swallowed by it; similarly, waves travelling upstreamon the tide after the
bore has passedwill also travel into it. This contributes to the stability of the bore under small disturbances.

Since the bore profile is smooth, the depth-averagedwater velocity v(x)must change from v0 to v1 as the bore
passes, and somust pass through√(gdb)near the front of the borewhere the depth is db (to be determined later).
Therefore the bore is a horizon, upstreamofwhich nowaves can propagate away; only evanescent waves
(decaying upstream) can exist there. This is the basis of the connectionwith theHawking effect associatedwith
horizons in relativity. Undular tidal bores provide a natural example, complementing similar flowhorizons that
have been extensively investigated [9]. I am grateful for a referee for pointing out that, as alreadymentioned, the
analogy is withwhite, not black, holes [10, 11]. The region upstreamof the bore front corresponds to the interior
of the hole; in this region, gravity waves cannot travel upstream (away from the horizon, deeper into the hole),
and can only travel into the horizon and thence to the region outside (downstream, i.e. on the incoming tide)—
as in awhite hole.

3.Hamiltonian theory for steady bore profile

The profile will be built from the dispersion relation for longwaves on the surface of shallowwater [22]. The
relation, assumed approximately applicable when the depth d(x) is varying, gives frequency as a function of
wavenumber k:

W =( ) ( ( ) ) ( )x k gk d x k, tanh . 3.10

The corresponding group velocity∂Ω0(x, k)/∂k decreases from amaximum√(gd(x)) at k=0, representing the
longest waves.

Wewill apply (3.1) in an unusual way, by regarding d(x)not as the depth of an undisturbed profile decorated
by small disturbances, but as the total depth including the undulations. (One insight from this ‘poor person’s
nonlinearity’ is a simple explanation of wave-breaking (see Jeffreys in [6]):√(gd) is greater for crests than
troughs, so crests travel faster than troughs and eventually overtake them.)

In (3.1),Ω0 represents waves inwater at rest, but for a bore thewater ismoving, andmoreovermoving
nonuniformly: theflow speed depends on x, and varies (in the bore frame: figure 1(b)) from v0 to v1. To
transformΩ0 to the bore frame, we identify the front of the borewith the placewhere the depth is db, with flow
speed vb; both values will be determined later. The transformation, obtained via theDoppler effect, or
alternatively by regardingΩ0(x, k) as aHamiltonian and using the standard boost formula [23], with the
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velocities away from the front being determined by continuity, is

W = -( ) ( ( ) )
( )

( )x k gk d x k
v d

d x
k, tanh . 3.2b b

The further assumption here is that the boost formula is approximately applicable for nonuniform flows.
Wewillfind that near the front of the bore the undulations aremuch longer than the depth, and observations

of undular bores confirm this. Therefore we can expand for small k:

wW » = - -
⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟( ) ( ) ( )

( )
( ) ( )x k x k gd x

v d

d x
gd x k k, , . 3.3bb 1

6
5 2

Also, we expand d(x)near the front of the bore, sincewe are interested in the undulations there. The front is
chosen as the location x=0where thewater speed vb is related to the depth db in order tomake the first two
terms inω cancel to leading order:

q= + + = ="( ) ( ) ( )d x d s x s v gdtan , . 3.4b b b b b b

Here sb is the slope of the profile at the front, whose valuewill also be determined later, and the slope angle is θb.
Thus the dispersion relation becomes

w = -
⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟( ) ( )x k gd

s x

d

d k
k,

3

2 6
. 3.5b

b

b

b
2 2

Now come two crucial points. First, we are interested in a steady profile d(x), which corresponds to zero
frequencyω(x, k). The conditionω=0 for each x determines three ‘local waves’. One of themhas k=0, which
aswill soon be apparent leads to the difference in height between the river and the tide (i.e. d1−d0 infigure 2).
The other two are real for x>0, i.e. in the subcritical region downstream (behind the bore), and k2 increases
with x; they represent waves following the bore front x=0. At the front—the horizon, analogous to those in
relativity [17]—these two k values coalesce. This corresponds to a caustic of the associated locally sinusoidal
waves. For x<0, i.e. in the supercritical region in the river upstreamof the bore, the k values are imaginary, and
represent an evanescent wave (analogous to tunnelling [24]). (In thewhite hole analogy, thesewould be
evanescent waves leaking away from the horizon into the hole.Moreover, waves entering the horizon and
escaping outsidewould have finite frequency, corresponding to scattering, not the zero frequency steady profile
relevant to bores.)

Second, the dispersion relationmust be regarded as an operator acting on d(x), with k interpreted as−i∂/∂x
(see also [21] for a number of applications of this idea). Thus

w -
¶
¶

=⎜ ⎟⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠ ( ) ( )x

x
d x, i 0. 3.6

In the analogywith quantumphysics,ω (multiplied by Planck’s constant �) corresponds to aHamiltonian
(energy) operator, involvingmomentum �k, and d(x) is the zero-energy eigenfunction: analogous to a ‘soft
mode’ [25, 26]. Because of the ordering ambiguity associatedwith the product of the non-commuting quantities
x and k in (3.5), this differential operator is not unique. In fact, as argued in appendix B, the unique ordering that
gives a profile representing a tidal bore is as written in (3.5): x to the left of k, i.e.−ix∂/∂x.

To solve (3.6), we note that with this ordering the external factor k in (3.5) generates an indefinite
integration, and the functionmultiplying k gives the differential equation for the Airy function:

x
x x x=( ) ( ) ( )d

d
Ai Ai , 3.7

2

2

inwhich [27]
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3

Thus, as can be checked directly, the solution of (3.6)with upstream and downstreamboundary conditions
-¥ = +¥ =( ) ( )d d d d,0 1 is

h= + -( ) ( ( ) ( )) ( )/d x d r x L1 1 , 3.90

inwhich the dimensionless ‘undular bore function’ is
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and the length L is

=
( )

( )
/

L
d
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The undular bore function η(ξ) is easily calculated numerically from either integral representation, and is
illustrated infigure 3. The same integral of Ai(ξ) is described—also as the zero frequency limit—at the end of a
detailed study of scattering and coupling of waves on varyingflows (p 21 of [16])with finiteω.

4. Applying self-consistency

Evaluating the bore profile (3.9) at the front x=0, and using [27]

òh x x= =
¥

( ) ( ) ( )0 d Ai
1

3
, 4.1

0

fixes the depth at the front:

= = + - = +( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( )d d r d r d0 1 1 2 . 4.2b
1

3 0
1

3 0

This is the first application of self-consistency. A remark: the depth (4.2) is in apparent contradictionwith (3.4)
and the continuity andmomentum relation (2.5), because
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This discrepancywith (4.2) is related to the fact, ignored in our approximate theory, that near the front, where
the river reverses direction (in the land frame), no unique velocity v(x) can be defined, because the bore frame
flow speed at each x is different at different depths (faster near the bottom than at the surface). In any case, the
two expressions for db differ by less than 6%over the range 1�r�1.5, so the discrepancy is not important.

For the second application, wefix the slope sb at the front, by differentiating the profile there; this involves L
in (3.11)which itself involves sb:
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Themaximum slope of the undular bore function occurs not at ξ=0 but at the first inflection point of η(ξ),
which is (see (3.10)) thefirst zero of Ai′(ξ). The ratio of slopes is

h

h

x¢

¢
= =

x¢ =

( )
( )

( )
( )( ( ) )

0

Ai

Ai 0
1.50877. 4.5max 1 Ai 01

Figure 3.Undular bore function η(ξ) in (3.8).
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Therefore themaximum slope θmax of the bore (figure 1(b)), is

q
h

h
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( )
/

s
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r
tan

0
4.9753
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2
. 4.6max

max
b

3 2

Figure 4 shows this slope as a function of the depth ratio r.The slope is gentler for weaker bores (r near 1), as it
must be.

In the third application, we calculate the ‘wavelength’ of the bore, defined as the distanceΔx (figure 1(b))
between its first two crests. This involves the corresponding distanceΔξ in the undular bore function (figure 3),
which is the distance between thefirst and third zero of Ai(ξ):

xD = ( )3.18245. 4.7

Thus thewavelength is

x xD
º

D
=

D +
-

=
+
-
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2
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0.3426

2

1
. 4.8

0 0

3 2 3 2

Figure 5 shows this wavelength ratio as a function of the depth ratio r.Thewavelength is longer than the depth,
andmore so for weaker bores, supporting the interpretation in terms of longwaves on shallowwater.

We can also calculate the ‘amplitude’A(r) of the undulations, defined [4] as half the difference between the
depth of thefirst crest and the first trough, divided by the depth d0 of the river before the bore passes. The values
ηmax=1.2744, and ηmin=0.8082 lead to

h hº
-

= - - = -( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )A r
d d

d
r r

2
1 0.2331 1 . 4.9max min

0

1

2 max min

Figure 4.Maximumbore slope θmax (4.6), as a function of r=d1/d0.

Figure 5.Crest-to-crest ‘wavelength’Δx (4.8), in units of upstream river depth d0, as a function of r=d1/d0.
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Finally, the ‘steepness’ S(r) of the bore [4] is the dimensionless ratio of the contrast and the ‘wavelength’,
namely

h h
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- -
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9 3Ai 0

2
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2
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2
. 4.10

max min max min
3 2

3 2

5. Comparisonwith observation

The very useful collection of data for natural and artificial undular bores in [4] indicates good agreementwith the
standard hydraulic jump theory reproduced in section 2 (see figure 2.13 of [4]). For thewave phenomena of
interest here, the situation is less clear.Measurements on particular properties give widely spread results,
frustrating systematic comparisonwith theory.Nevertheless, a few remarks can bemade.

Figure 6 shows data for the steepness S(r), togetherwith the theoretical prediction (4.10). Evidently the
agreement is as good as can be expectedwith these data. For other properties, for example themaximumwave
height ηmax and the amplitudeA(r), for which data are also collected in [4], the agreement is less satisfactory: in
these cases, the theoretical predictions are substantially smaller thanmost of themeasurements.

6. Concluding remarks

The foregoing theory identifies the profiles of undular tidal bores as classical counterparts of zero-energy
eigenfunctions and softmodes in quantumphysics, and as classical horizons analogous to those in relativity
(associatedwithwhite, not black, holes). It involves essentially a single parameter (the after/before depth ratio
r=d1/d0), and is based simply on the dispersion relation for longwaves on shallowwater, with nonlinearity
incorporated heuristically. The theory generates a dimensionless profile η(ξ) (equation (3.10)) that depends on
no parameters at all, and resembles the shapes of real undular bores.

But the theory is not, and is not intended to be, quantitatively accurate. As explained in the previous section,
it gives a reasonable representation for some data, but reproduces others only within an order ofmagnitude.
Moreover, it fails to reproduce a feature sometimes seen in real bores: the firstmaximum is not always the
highest. Thismay be associatedwith the steady increase in depth as the tide continues to rise after the bore has
passed.Within the framework presented here, the theory could be improved as outlined in the appendix, by
removing some of the approximationsmade in section 3. This would still be no substitute formore accurate
theories, basedmore firmly on nonlinearfluidmechanics.

Figure 6.Thick curve: theoretical prediction for the steepness S(r) (equation (4.10)), as a function of upstreambore frame Froude
number Fr0 (equation (2.5)); stars: data from a variety of natural and artificial undular bores, adapted from figure 2.15(B) of [4], where
the sources of data are indicated (with kind permission by ProfessorHChanson).
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Although theAiry function enters in an unusual way, through its integral, its occurrence was not
unexpected. This is because themaximumof the dispersion relation (3.1) corresponds to the simplest type of
caustic, onwhich focusing occurs where two locally sinusoidal waves coalesce; the caustic is the envelope of the
associated rays. Caustics are common features of waves of all kinds [28], and, as understood long ago byAiry
[29], the associatedwave that decorates themhas a special form, described by his eponymous function (3.8).

In optics, anAiry function that everyone can see describes ‘supernumerary rainbows’, which are wave
oscillations decorating the directional caustic [30, 31] resulting from focusing of sunlight by raindrops.
Currentlymuch studied [32, 33], also in optics, are ‘Airy beams’: propagating along curved pathswithout
spreading. And on a cosmic scale, gravitational lensing of light is dominated by caustics [34, 35], but the
associatedAiry functions are either too small to see, or obscured by decoherence [36].

In thewaves onwater that are ourmain interest here, several Airy functions occur. Tsunamis, whose arrival
at coasts cause probably theworst natural disasters, are caustics in spacetime [37, 38], travelling across oceans,
withAiry-dominated forms determined by (3.1); further focusing can result from variations in the ocean depth
[39]. The V shapedwaves generated by ships and swimming ducks are caustics in deep-water waves [40] (see also
section 36.13 of [27]); people in a small boat that gets rocked as the V from a large ship passes by feel the
oscillations of theAiry function in their bodies. For ripples that are dominated by surface tension, the
generalisation of (3.1) [22] implies aminimumgroup velocity rather than amaximum, leading to tiny
oscillations ahead the front, rather than behind it. These can sometimes be seen in a sink, just inside the circular
hydraulic jump caused bywater radiating from the point struck by a jet from a tap above; the theory is close to
that presented here for undular bores, with the difference that the sign of the coefficient of k2 in (3.3) is positive
rather than negative.
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AppendixA. Lagrangianmanifold andMaslov asymptotics

This outlines away to eliminate two of the approximations in section 3: small k in the dispersion relation, and
small x in the bore profile. Thefirst step is towrite the condition for zero frequency, using (3.2) and =v gd ,b b

as

W = - =
⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟( ) ( ( ) )

( )
( )x k

g d x k

k
gd

d

d x
k,

tanh
0. A.1b

b

With k=–i∂/∂x, this represents an infinite-order differential operator, whose exact eigenfunction seems
analytically inaccessible. However, an asymptotic approximation can be built from the curve xc(k) (‘Lagrangian
manifold’) in the phase space {x, k}, obtained from (A.1).

The curve is conveniently represented in the {K,D} plane, where

º º
( ) ( )K kd D

d x

d
, . A.2b

b

Thus (A.1) becomes

= ( )D KD

K

tanh
1, A.3

illustrated infigure A1, togetherwith the smallK, smallD− 1 limiting form

= -( ) ( )K D6 1 , A.42

corresponding to the approximations in section 3. As inmore general situations [41], the caustic (here x=0) is
the singularity of the projection of themanifold ‘down’ k.

To build an asymptotic approximation from the Lagrangianmanifold, we use themethod ofMaslov [20]
(explained simply in section 5 of [42]). This represents the profile as a Fourier transform, incorporating theWKB
approximation in k space. The result is
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x k

k

0 0
c

i

i

0
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inwhich the indefinite integral in the first line represents the effect of the factor k in (A.1). The profile ((3.9),
(3.10)) is a special case, obtained by approximating xc(k) as in section 3.

Note now that the unapproximated xc(k), determined from (A.1), involves the profile d(x). Therefore (A.5) is
an equation fromwhich the entire profile d(x) could, in principle, be determined self-consistently. This would
extend the procedure described in section 4, inwhich self-consistencywas applied only to the depth db and slope
sb at the bore front x=0.

Appendix B.Operator ordering

After scaling, andwith an inessential change of sign, the dispersion relation (3.5) can bewritten

w = +( ) ( )x k k xk, . A.63

Themost general ordering, parameterised by an angle θ, is

q q q+ = -
¶
¶

- ( )xk xk kx x
x

cos sin i isin . A.72 2 2

The differential equation for the profile d(x) that this generates is

q¢ = ¢ +( ) ( ) ( ) ( )d x xd x d xsin . A.82

inwhich primes denote derivatives.
For the choice θ=0, the general solution is

ò= ¢ ¢ + ¢( ) ( ( ) ( )) ( )d x x C x D xd Ai Bi . A.9
x

x

0

This represents a tidal bore ifD=0 and x0=–∞, giving the integrated Airy profile in themain text.
Another exactly solvable case is θ=π/4, i.e. sin2θ=1/2, for which the operator in (A.7) is formally

Hermitian. The general solution for this case is

= + +⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠

⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠

⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠

⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠( ) ( )

/ / / /
d x C

x
D

x x
E

x
Ai

2
Ai

2
Bi

2
Bi

2
. A.10

2 3

2

2 3 2 3 2 3

2

This ordering is excluded on physical grounds, because no combination ofC,D,E gives a profile that interpolates
between different heights at x=+∞ and x=–∞, as is required to represent a tidal bore.

For general θ, the solution can be expressed in terms of three 1F2 generalised hypergeometric functions,
which seemnot to be able to be representedmore simply.However, taking the Fourier transform in (A.8) leads
to the following integral representation for the profile:

Figure A1. Lagrangianmanifold for zero frequency. Thick curve: exact, from ((A.1) to (A.3)), Dashed curve: approximation (A.4).
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exp i
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1

3
3

cos2

There is a branchpoint singularity at k=1, whose resolution distinguishes the different solutions. If θ≠ 0 the
singularity is integrable, so there is no secular jumpbetween x=+∞ and x=–∞, and therefore no bore
solution.Only if θ=0 is there a singularity leading different depths for x=+∞ and x=–∞, and therefore to
a bore.

This situation, where a particular ordering is uniquely selected because it supplies a qualitative feature that
the physical phenomenon requires, is unusual.More familiar ordering ambiguities, for example in quantum
mechanics, simply differ by higher-order (e.g. semiclassical) corrections.
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